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Functionality becomes stylish
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About the company

Founding my company HYBRO Technologies in 2010, I followed a guiding principle - every 

product should have three features: functionality, innovative design and the highest quality.

Today  HYBRO Technologies is a leader in the production of energy efficient products in  the 

green/climate change market.

Modern standards and production techniques insure the highest quality of our products.  

We welcome you to discover our products.

Founder of HYBRO Technologies and

designer of HYBRID and ONYX collections

Ilya Lapyshev
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Why it is unique

The ONYX towel dryer is not an evolution, it is a brand new product 

from HYBRO Technologies, that will change the industry and replace  

already familiar and standard towel dryers.

SAFETY

Degree of protection: IP-44. Water 

resistant.

INSTALLATION

Simple and fast.

SAVING 

Low power consumption saves your 

electrical usage.

DESIGN 

Ultra-thin. The thickness of each model 

is only 8 mm.

FUNCTION 

Bathroom heating and towel drying.

QUALITY

Official warranty – 5 years. Lifetime – 

more than 30 years.
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Functionality 

The OFF-timer allows the towel warmer to turn off automatically after 3 

hours. After this time, the towel will be completely dry and ready to use 

again. The function helps in conserving energy and ensuring that the 

towel warmer isn’t left on for longer than necessary.

The delicate drying feature is designed to gently dry towels without 

damaging or overheating them. The drying of towels is done by even 

and contactless transmission of heat from the glass panel through the 

towels. At the same time, the towel rails will remain cool to the touch.

This absolutely differs from ordinary towel dryers, where heat transfers 

through direct contact with the hot surface. This can be especially useful 

for delicate fabrics or for drying towels that may be sensitive to high 

temperatures.

The heating function of the ONYX towel dryer allows it not only to 

warm up towels and keep them warm and cozy, but also to heat up the 

bathroom at all. ONYX has 3 heating modes to maintain the comfortable 

temperature in the bathroom.
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ONYX towel dryer is made of tempered glass. It provides high durability and 

safety. The heating element is evenly positioned between the glass and the 

housing in one fully sealed unit. Stainless steel is used to make the polished rails. 

Total thickness of the product only 8 mm. The ultra-slim design emphasizes 

the unique style, and our innovative design, makes HYBRO products instantly 

recognizable.
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3 in 1

ONYX is a modern towel dryer, which allows you to perform three 

tasks at once:

• carefully dry your towels

• comfortably heats the bathroom

• adds style to the bathroom interior
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Power

Width

Height

Thickness

Heating area

Weight

Power

Width

Height

Thickness

Heating area

Weight

Power

Width

Height

Thickness

Heating area

Weight

160 W

620 mm

300 mm

8 mm

3 m2

4 kg

350 W

470 mm

900 mm

8 mm

6 m2

8 kg

470 W

470 mm

1200 mm

8 mm

9 m2

11 kg

Voltage: 230 V | Operating frequency: 50 Hz | Degree of protection: IP 55 | Control: Sensor | Front: tempered glass | Back: Metal | Color: Black / White 

Infrared heating: front glass panel | Air convection: natural heat flow | Warranty: 5 years | Lifetime: 30 years

ONYX 1L ONYX 2M ONYX 3M

Model range
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Our next innovative solution was to create a separate ONYX towel dryer for the 

kitchen. This will greatly expand the scope of the towel dryers in general.

With perfect quality and non-aging design, the ONYX towel dryer will be an 

indispensable device in modern kitchens for a long time.
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Innovation 

ONYX towel dryer is a patented product of HYBRO Technologies.

Innovative ideas and solutions come together in one product.

Feature

ONYX – is for those, who truly appreciate unique design, uncompromising 

function, and highest quality.
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30-081, Krakow, Poland,

ul. Królewska, 65a / 1 

+48 12 881 13 87

18001 Cherkasy, Ukraine,

ul. Svyatotroitska 102,  

+38 096 0000 805

+38 066 0000 805

www.hybro.eu

sales@hybro.eu

Hybro Technologies Hybro Technologies

We are in social media 

@hybro.eu
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